
SCOTUS: Strip Search Them Pot Smoking Teenage Girls.

Written by Dave Howard

  

Now the GOP and their pundit minions keep proclaiming that they aren’t women haters. But,
let’s face it, they are. And now the Supreme Court is just a bunch of GOP good ole frat boys
running amok. 

  

And the problem is we can’t do a goddamn thing about it. Or can we?

      

  

For years now I have been hearing the conservatives bitch about radical judges taking away
liberty and putting laws in to their own hands. We on the left have remained pretty much
remained silent. We have a SCOTUS that is just as divided as the rest of every other political
institution. But they are moving in to dangerous territory as they continue to assume the position
of Bush/ Republican stooges.And they wasnt to see our women nekkid. Every undersexed
squad car driver should be alerted.

  

How Do We Recall Them? 

  

The two most conservative judges were appointed by Bush. These guys need to recalled. Let’s
just say these Bush Administration rarely showed good judgment about anything, Ya know that
whole invaded the wrong country then bankrupt the USA crowd.

  

We can replace them Republicans, just as long as they are sane. Can’t we recall them for just
plain bad judgement?
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Can you get that off for me?

  

Just this week, they ruled that strip searching can be performed on anyone who gets arrested?
This includes making a bad U-turn, forgetting to fasten your seat belt.

  

Ya know, the kind of stuff your mom or sister does.

  

In fact there was recently a lawsuit filed claiming that staff members of Carnival Cruises strip
and cavity searched a 17-year-okd girl who was suspected of having marijuana. By the new
law, this is totally legal.

  

Now close your eyes and imagine this whole thing going down In the last year, Cops have
shown outrageously sadistic and oppressive behavior. They have spent all of their First
Responder credit they earned on 9-11 and should no longer be trusted. Take my word for it,
sooner or later some Bible belting Barney Fife is gonna take this too far and abuse this power.
Imagine the above scenario, except not in the Bahamas but in in Macon, Georgia or Amarillo,
Texas. It’s worse right?

  

So let’s start a recall.. before something really bad happens.
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http://www.cruiselawnews.com/2012/04/articles/passenger-rights/lawsuit-carnival-cruise-lines-strip-searches-girl-looking-for-pot/

